
CS1800 Day 6

Admin:
 - recitation solutions now available Friday (instead of immediately)

Content:

- Sets (subsets, empty set, powerset)
- Set Builder Notation
- Set Operations (Union, Intersection, Complement, Difference)



Sets

A set is a collection of unique objects {a, b, c}

Example number sets you should be aware of:

Empty set Integers Natural Numbers Real Numbers



Set Builder Notation: one way to express a set



In Class Activity: Set Builder Practice

Express the set A by explicitly listing all items it contains

Express the set B using set builder notation

B = set of all natural numbers x which have x mod 3 = 0 and x mod 7 =0 and x < 40

(++ list all of its items)



H = set of all sHaded shapes
Q = set of all sQuares
U = Universal set, contains all shapes

Venn Diagram: a way of visually representing set membership



Venn Diagram Gotcha: Just because an area exists, doesn't mean it contains any items (may be empty)



Set Operation: Complement (all the items NOT in some set)



Set Operation: Union (all the items in one set OR another)



Set Operation: Intersection (all the items in one set AND another)





Set Operation: Difference (All items in one set but not another)



Set Operation: Symmetric Difference (All items in one set XOR another)
        (All items in one set or the other, but not both)



In Class Activity

Shade the indicated areas in each venn diagram



Set Terminology: Disjoint Sets (two sets are disjoint if no item is in both sets)



Set Terminology: subsets

A is subset of B = all items in A are in B



Set Terminology: Set Equality

Given sets A, B:
             we say that A=B if A is a subset of B and B is a subset of A.





Set Terminology: Proper Subset (one set is contained in another, larger, set)







Set Terminology: Cardinality (the number of items in a set)



Set Terminology: Power Set

The power set of set A is the set of all sets which can be made from items in A 






